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A B S T R A C T

Owing to their robust Li-ion storage properties induced by the entropy stabilization effect, transition-metal-
based high entropy oxides are considered promising electrode materials for use in Li-ion batteries. In this work,
full-cells comprising (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O anode and LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 cathode were assembled to
explore their potential for practical applications. The cycling performance was studied by different electro-
chemical experiments. The cells were found to deliver an initial specific discharge capacity of 446mAh g−1,
which was maintained at 300 and 256mAh g−1 after 50 and 100 cycles, respectively, and they showed stable
cyclability even at specific currents of 1.6 A g−1. More importantly, high specific energy and power densities of
about 240Wh kg−1 and 320Wkg−1 were achieved. Additionally, pouch cells of total capacity 2.5mAh were
built and successfully employed as a power source.

1. Introduction

In recent years, transition-metal oxides (TMOs) have been widely
tested as electrode materials for next-generation lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs) [1–4]. The conversion reaction mechanism in TMOs for anode
applications enables multi-electron redox processes rather than only
one-electron exchange, thereby offering large theoretical specific ca-
pacities (> 1000mAh g−1) [5–9]. Moreover, in comparison to graphite
anodes, TMOs have been shown to operate at relatively higher voltages,
which might be beneficial in terms of safety, as there is a lower risk of
short circuiting due to Li-plating [10]. However, conventional TMOs
suffer from rapid capacity fading due to severe structural changes as-
sociated with the large volume expansion/contraction with cycling,
among others [11–13].
Very recently, it has been discovered that transition-metal-based

high entropy oxides (TM-HEOs) exhibit robust (and reversible) lithium
storage properties, and it was demonstrated that the improvements in

cycling stability are due to entropy stabilization [14,15]. The concept of
entropy stabilization of multicomponent compounds was first applied
to high entropy alloys, where more than five different metals form a
single-phase crystal structure [16]. The same concept was then applied
to different types of oxides, with the most widely studied TM-HEO
being (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O [17–22]. Different from conven-
tional TMOs, the entropy-stabilized crystal structure is believed to serve
as a kind of host matrix for the conversion reaction and was found to be
partially retained even in the fully lithiated state [14,15].
At present, layered lithium transition-metal oxides of NCM type (Li

[NixCoyMn1–x–y]O2) are one of the most promising cathode material
families for application in high-energy-density LIBs [23]. Solid solu-
tions of LiCoO2, LiNiO2 and LiMnO2 typically show improved kinetics
(cobalt) and specific capacity (nickel) as well as better safety char-
acteristics (manganese) compared to the ternary oxide endmembers
[24]. LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (NCM111) cells have been frequently re-
ported to show long-term cycling stability, with specific capacities
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around 150mAh g−1, and offer the possibility for an extended oper-
ating voltage range when cycled against Li metal [25,26]. Hence, state-
of-the-art NCM111 was chosen as the cathode active material here to
explore the applicability of TM-HEO in full-cells. Of note, in half-cells
with a Li counter electrode, there is always excess Li available. How-
ever, in full-cell configurations, the cathode material is usually the only
source of Li ions. Consequently, consumption processes (predominantly
at the anode side due to e.g., solid electrolyte interphase [SEI] forma-
tion) in the first few cycles will substantially decrease the Li fraction
[27]. For that reason, accurate balancing between the cathode and the
anode is clearly necessary to ensure high TM-HEO utilization over many
cycles.
In this work, systematic electrochemical characterization of TM-

HEO in full-cells with an NCM111 cathode was carried out. Anode and
cathode potentials (vs. Li+/Li) were individually monitored using
three-electrode Swagelok cells. Furthermore, we discuss the cycling
behavior and rate capability of full-cells as well as the performance of
NCM111//TM-HEO pouch cells. A schematic figure of the cell config-
uration is depicted in Fig. 1, together with the crystal structures of both
electrode materials used.

2. Experimental

TM-HEO powder was prepared by nebulized spray pyrolysis, which
is a facile and scalable synthesis technique with a (laboratory) pro-
duction rate of 1–2 g h−1 for homogeneous nanocrystalline materials.
An ultrasonic nebulizer was used to produce metal-nitrate precursor
mist containing fine droplets, which were carried by flowing oxygen
through a tube furnace, where TM-HEO powder was formed at 1150 °C.
More details about the synthesis can be found elsewhere. [14,20]
Electrode slurries for the preparation of anode sheets were made by
high-energy dispersion (Thinky mixer ARE-250, 3min, 2000 rpm) of
appropriate amounts of 7:2:1 by weight TM-HEO, Super P carbon black
additive and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder (7.5 wt%) in N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The resulting slurries were pasted on a Cu
foil via doctor-blading and then dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for
12 h. Preparation of cathode sheets was executed in a similar manner.
Appropriate amounts of 8:1:1 by weight NCM111 (BASF SE, Ludwig-
shafen, Germany), Super P carbon black additive and PVDF binder were
dispersed in NMP. The resulting slurries were cast onto an Al foil. After
coating, the electrode sheets were dried at 80 °C. Electrode discs of

diameter 13mm were cut from the anode and cathode tapes. The
electrodes were further dried under vacuum at 100 °C for at least 2 h
and then transferred to an Ar-filled glove box (MBraun) with H2O and
O2 contents of< 0.5 ppm, without any exposure to air. The areal
loadings were around 2.8mgNCM111 cm−2 and 0.7mgTM-HEO cm−2.
CR2032-type coin cells were assembled inside the glove box. The
electrolyte used was 1M LiPF6 in 3:7 by weight ethylene carbonate/
ethyl methyl carbonate (Selectilyte LP57, BASF SE). Whatman™ GF/C
glass microfiber filter paper of diameter 17mm was used as the se-
parator. For half-cells, Li metal was used as the counter electrode.
Pouch cells with 2.2×4.2 cm2 TM-HEO negative electrode and
2.0×4.0 cm2 NCM111 positive electrode were assembled for purpose
of practical applications. In this case, Celgard 2500 was used as the
separator. Galvanostatic measurements were performed on an Arbin
battery test system (BT-2000) at both 25 °C and 45 °C. Swagelok T-cells
(three-electrode configuration with a Li reference electrode) were also
built and tested. Cyclic voltammetric experiments were performed on a
Bio-logic potentiostat (VMP3). The specific capacities of full-cells were
calculated based on the weight of TM-HEO.

3. Results and discussion

The as-prepared TM-HEO (mostly hollow spherical particle mor-
phology) displays a single-phase rock-salt structure (Fm-3m), and the
corresponding scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) ele-
mental maps demonstrate the homogenous elemental distribution (Fig.
S1). NCM111 (spherical secondary particles assembled from primary
particles of size 200–500 nm) exhibits the typical layered crystal
structure with R-3m space group (Fig. S1). Details about the cyclability
of TM-HEO in half-cells are reported elsewhere [14,15]. Although the
conversion mechanism of TM-HEO is still under debate, we believe that
the general process—supported by TEM and operando X-ray diffraction
(XRD)—can be described as follows: The entropy-stabilized rock-salt
structure is partially preserved over the entire lithiation cycles, re-
sulting in lower than theoretical specific capacities, since not every
single cation is actively involved in the redox reactions, but sig-
nificantly improved long-term cycling performance. During oxidation
of TMs, the lattice structure serves as a kind of host matrix and facil-
itates their reintegration.
The as-assembled NCM111//TM-HEO full-cells revealed an open-cir-

cuit voltage of 0.3–0.5 V, corresponding to the discharged state and being
a direct result of potential differences between the TM-HEO and the
NCM111 (TM-HEO//Li: 2.78V, NCM111//Li: 3.22V; see Fig. 2a). Taking
into account the stable specific capacities of about 600mAh g−1 and
150mAh g−1 for TM-HEO and NCM111, respectively, the properly ba-
lanced cathode/anode active material weight ratio is about four. Accord-
ingly, the areal loadings were adjusted to 2.8mgNCM111 cm−2 and
0.7mgTM-HEO cm−2. Fig. 2b shows cyclic voltammograms (CV) for the first
three cycles of an NCM111//TM-HEO full-cell. CV data were collected in
the voltage range between 0.5 and 4.5 V at a sweep rate of 0.1mV s−1. In
the first cycle, a large peak appeared at about 3.1 V (0.71 V vs. Li+/Li for
TM-HEO), which can be clearly attributed to the reduction of TM-HEO.
This finding is in good agreement with the initial lithiation of TM-HEO,
which was found to occur at potentials below 0.8 V in half-cells (Fig. 2a).
As expected, this peak at 3.1 V didn't reappear in the subsequent cycles,
characteristic of conversion-type TMOs, where irreversible reactions such
as pulverization and SEI formation, to name a few, predominantly take
place in the first cycle [1,10,12,28].
The evolution of cathode and anode potentials was followed in-

dividually and simultaneously using a three-electrode setup, as shown
in Fig. 2c. An increase in cut-off potentials during the course of cycling
was noticed. This shift, which will be discussed in some more detail
below, narrows the effective operating voltage range, thereby resulting
in capacity decay.
Galvanostatic testing of NCM111//TM-HEO full-cells was per-

formed at 25 °C in the same voltage range of 0.5–4.5 V. Charging and

Fig. 1. Schematic figure of the full-cell using NCM111 cathode and TM-HEO
anode. During charge, Li ions migrate from the cathode to the anode, with
electron flow in the same direction through the outer circuit, and deintercala-
tion and conversion reactions occurring at the positive and negative electrode,
respectively. On discharge, the reverse happens.
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Fig. 2. a) Initial galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles of NCM111 cathode and TM-HEO anode in half-cells. b) CV curves (three-electrode configuration) in the
voltage range between 0.5 and 4.5 V obtained on the NCM111//TM-HEO full-cell. The sweep rate was 0.1mV s−1. c) Full-cell potential and the corresponding
cathode and anode potentials vs. Li+/Li.

Fig. 3. Cycling performance of NCM111//TM-HEO full-cells at 25 °C and in the voltage range of 0.5–4.5 V. a) First and second cycle charge/discharge profiles. The
inset is a photograph of an LED powered by a coin-type full-cell. b) Capacity retention at a specific current of 0.12 A g−1. c) Charge/discharge profiles at different
specific currents and d) rate capability. The current in c) and d) is given in units of A g−1.
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discharging corresponds to lithiation and delithiation of the TM-HEO
anode, respectively. As is evident from Fig. 3a, a large specific capacity
of about 900mAh g−1 was achieved in the first charge cycle at a spe-
cific current of 0.12 A g−1. Note that the capacity was calculated based
on the weight of TM-HEO. Since the cathode capacity is the limiting
factor in this case, the initial specific capacity is lower than that of TM-
HEO in half-cells. A first cycle specific discharge capacity of
446mAh g−1 was achieved, with an average discharge voltage of
2.65 V. Hence, a specific energy density of 236Wh kg−1 (based on the
total weight of cathode and anode active materials) can be reached.
This value is higher than the energy density of full-cells using FeOx-
based conversion anodes (≈150Wh kg−1) and exceeds that of most cell
systems listed in Table S1 [29–35]. The inset of Fig. 3a shows an LED
powered by a coin-type full-cell when initially charged to 3.0 V. The
cycling performance is displayed in Fig. 3b. Specific discharge capa-
cities of 300 and 256mAh g−1 were maintained after 50 and 100 cy-
cles, respectively, with a capacity fade rate of 0.65% per cycle. The
capacity degradation can be attributed in part to a shift of the effective
operating voltage window, as can be seen in Fig. 2c [36]. The maximum
(cut-off) potential of the NCM cathode (vs. Li+/Li) increased from 4.64
to 4.73 V after 10 cycles. Since the working voltage of the full-cell was
set at 4.0 V, the lower cut-off potential increased as well, thus resulting
in capacity loss (see Fig. S2 for more details) [37]. Of note, high cut-off
potentials on charge have been reported to be detrimental to the
structural stability/integrity of NCM cathode materials [38,39].
The Coulombic efficiency in the initial cycle was around 50% be-

cause of irreversible loss of lithium. Nevertheless, in the subsequent
cycles, the Coulombic efficiency stabilized well above 99%, enabled by
the entropy stabilization effect. Figs. 3c and d depict the rate capability
of NCM111//TM-HEO full-cells by applying specific currents ranging
from 0.04 A g−1 to 1.6 A g−1. The increasing voltage drop (over-
potential) with increasing current is due to Ohmic polarization, which
is often seen in cells using conversion anodes and intercalation cathodes
[31]. Noteworthy, the specific capacity delivered at 1.6 A g−1

(234mAh g−1) was still 85% of that at 0.8 A g−1 (275mAh g−1), in-
dicating good rate performance. Besides, the full-cell retained its ori-
ginal capacity when the applied current was set back to 0.04 A g−1.
Testing at elevated temperature (45 °C) was also carried out to gain

further insight into the kinetics of the electrochemical reaction.
Interestingly, the cells showed similar cycling performance at 25 and
45 °C (Fig. S3). On the positive side, accelerated capacity degradation
with increasing temperature was not apparent, which is beneficial for
real-world applications [40].
Finally, upscaling was done in order to demonstrate the practical

application potential of the NCM111//TM-HEO system. To this end,
pouch cells (2× 4 cm2 electrode area) of similar areal loading to the

coin-type cells described before were built and tested electro-
chemically. The first five cycles of cell charging and discharging are
depicted in Fig. 4a. A stable discharge capacity of 2.5 mAh was
achieved and utilized to supply electrical energy to an array of LEDs.
After charging to 4.0 V, the pouch cell was connected to the LED array
shown in the inset of Fig. 4a (32 LEDs working at a potential of 2 V and
current of 64mA). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Fig. S4)
demonstrated a small impedance (< 10Ω) of the pouch cell. Constant
load discharging (CLD) tests were conducted by connecting the LED
array and the load serially while following the current flow through the
array. For each cycle, the pouch cell was recharged to 4.0 V before
doing the CLD testing. As in evident from Fig. 4b, by applying different
resistances of 20, 40 and 60Ω, initial currents of 146, 73 and 50mA,
respectively, were measured, thus emphasizing the reversibility of the
(pouch) full-cell.
As previously mentioned, the initial lithium loss, mainly due to

anode conversion, could not be recovered in the following cycles. In
order to optimize the Li utilization in full-cells, a formation process was
applied to the TM-HEO anode. To this end, TM-HEO//Li half-cells were
discharged (lithiation process) to 0.01 V and charged (delithiation
process) to 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li for five consecutive cycles. After cell for-
mation, the TM-HEO anodes were harvested and then assem-
bled—together with NCM111 cathodes—to full-cells. Now, a discharge
capacity of 450mAh g−1 was achieved, even for a much smaller voltage
range of 0.5–4.0 V (Fig. S5a). Three-electrode CV tests revealed only
marginal shifts in potential (Fig. S5b). It should be noted that lower
charge cut-off voltages offer the advantage of better keeping the
NCM111 lattice structure intact [38,39]. Therefore, pre-lithiation (or
pre-cycling), a common approach to optimize Li utilization when using
conversion-type electrode materials in full-cells, is also applicable to
high entropy oxides [41].

4. Conclusion

In summary, (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O has been successfully
exploited as a negative electrode material in full-cells with a LiNi1/
3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 cathode. A specific discharge capacity of 446mAh g−1

was achieved in the first cycle and maintained at 300mAh g−1 even
after 50 cycles. Pouch cells with a total capacity of 2.5 mAh were built
and successfully used as a power source to supply electricity to 32 LEDs.
Further studies on the optimization of energy density by taking ad-
vantage of the large anode capacity are currently in progress. Because
of the good cycling stability observed, even for non-optimized
NCM111//TM-HEO cells, we believe that high entropy oxides, in gen-
eral, hold potential as alternative electrode materials for next-genera-
tion Li-ion batteries.

Fig. 4. a) Charge/discharge profiles of a pouch cell in the voltage range of 0.5–4.3 V. The specific current was 0.03 A g−1. Increasing cycle number is denoted by the
arrow. The inset is a photograph of an LED array powered by the pouch cell. b) Constant load discharging tests performed by connecting the LED array and the load
serially.
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